
 
"PACHA MAMA:

HEALING IN NATURE"

P R E B L E  A R T S  P R E S E N T S :

Claudia Edwards (b. 1981, Cusco, Peru) is a painter and photographer who has lived in
the US for over 23 years, and currently lives and works in Richmond, IN. She works with
these media because they connect her inner self to nature. “They can communicate what

I feel, what I see, without words. Without miscommunication, yet with enough creative
space for each human to fill-in and interpret themselves through my eyes.”  Claudia is
inspired by the visual artists Ansel Adams, Henri Cartier-Bresson, and a more recent
artist Annie Leibovitz because Adams' work brought her closer to her love for nature.

Cartier-Bresson's work inspires subtle messages of human vulnerability through
movements and lines. And she loves Annie's work because “she wants you to be yourself,

in the rawest form, and finds the beauty in that. I love that!” She is also inspired the
writers Neruda, Angelou, and Hemmingway because “their work shakes the stillness of

your soul and intertwines with the energetic resonance that awakens you to light.”
Edwards’ mind is constantly designing and creating. Dating her work is just as

important. Her grandfather used to date the back of his photographs and share the
memories and events surrounded by the date and the images, and she took on that

tradition at a very young age.
 

 The main subject of Edwards' work is nature and everything that carries energy/life.
That is where the name of this works come from PACHA MAMA (Quechua for Mother
Nature) is healing in many ways. Her art-making process consists of meditating in

solitude before she begins. “I can hike and get lost in the woods for hours, I can write,
photograph or paint, and never even realize how long I have been ‘gone’. It is where I

feel the safest. Where I truly belong.” Staying connected to her inner self it’s important
to Edwards because that is how she knows when it is time. “Everything else is external,
physical work.” This is important to understanding her work because there is a deeper
connection, a true reason why she photographs a particular landscape or subject. The
lines of a building or the colours of a pallet. Every piece of their work is charged with

positivity and fueled by emotion and hope aiming to heal. Edwards took photography at
Indiana University East in 2009, where she grew exponentially, in many ways. 
“There is a healing light everywhere we go. Reach within.” – Claudia Edwards

Claudiaedwards527@gmail.com
 Instagram: Pachas_Art
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